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Plum is unmatched in its ability to be precisely 
what hiring managers need for insight. So much 
so, that we developed a phrase around here:

 Don’t ever hire against Plum!

EMAIL US hello@plum.io TOLL FREE 1-855-552-7326 WEB http://plum.io

At Plum, we are determined to change the broken hiring process.

WHY THE TRADITIONAL HIRING PROCESS IS FAILING YOU
THE PROBLEM WITH RESUMES  FLAWED

     More often than not, they’re used for simple keyword searches

     Employers read for less than ten seconds

     Judge on experience and education – when neither are predictors of future performance

     81% of applicants mislead on resumes

THE PROBLEM WITH THE INTERVIEWS  SUBJECTIVITY

     Interviews first and foremost assess for social fluidity – regardless of whether that is critical to the open role

     Employers ‘know’ who they want to hire within 90 seconds after meeting them

     Applicants are selected based on who the interviewer ‘like’

     Applicants are selected based on who the interviewer thinks is most like them and o¢ of ‘GUT FEELING’

     Two thirds of employers choose a candidate based on clothing

THIS IS WHY we all use referrals for up to 90% of all hiring. This is largely because we have been conditioned to not trust 
the resume and interview process. At the end of the day – it’s still guesswork.

There is another way to finally trust the hiring process.

AS EASY AS
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Survey all applicants to reveal their priorities and potential

Identify your company’s priorities for the job

Plum matches applicant and job priorities with cutting edge behavioral science
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USE PLUM TO PUT THE TRUST BACK INTO YOUR HIRING PROCESS

DID YOU KNOW?

89%
of failed hires are due

to attitude and fit

Only 11% failed hires are due to skill set. With this knowledge, the 
Plum surveys become more critical than ever to hire right, every 
time. By using next generation behavioral science, Plum identifies 
who every applicant truly is, matching them to your company’s 
needs, while locating incredible potential and making screening 
easy and e�cient. Sounds good, right? Let’s review how Plum 
really is the most accurate.

THE SCIENCE OF PLUM
Plum uses cutting edge behavioral science methodologies to create its surveys that are accurate, comprehensive and 
cannot be gamed. Studies have proven that it is the combination of cognitive ability and behavior/attitude that best identifies 
the potential of everyone.

Using the Five Factor Model as well as advanced intelligence evaluations, Plum can accurately identify who your applicants 
truly are, before a resume is read. Using measures that can rule out faking, our surveys are designed to put the trust back 
into the hiring process.

Let’s face it – this isn’t your mother’s hiring assessment. What’s the methodology you ask?
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Place our Talent Assessment
link into your job post

Define job priorities with the
Plum Match Criteria Survey

Match, shortlist and
hire the right fit

http://bit.ly/h6Hx5l
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Devin McAdams

Applied: Feb 5, 2016

Resume

Lisa Morello

Applied: Feb 6, 2016

Resume

Theo Lowe

Applied: Jan 27, 2016

Resume

DEPLOY IN MINUTES
Plum is designed with e�ciency in mind. Your Plum 
account can be set up in as little as 4 minutes. Begin 
surveying for every role – virtually instantly - freeing up 
the hours upon hours of time and e�ort that you normally 
spend screening.

The best part? Plum is an a�ordable SaaS service that 
provides cutting edge behavioral science that scales with 
your company.

WE KNOW THAT SEEING REALLY IS BELIEVING
Trust the hiring process again. Use behavioral science to 
determine the right job and cultural fit, every time.

Plum o�ers monthly and annual pricing to companies of 
all shapes and sizes. We also o�er pilot programs for 
larger companies and institutions to help smoothly rollout 
Plum across your company. Contact us today!


